In June 2019 it will be time again - 5th superScale!
Venue is from 2019 but no longer the quarry Fa. Imberg in Dortmund.
This decision was not easy, but due to practical constraints we had to look for a new venue.
We would like to mention explicitly that the decision has nothing to do with the employees of the
company. On the contrary, we are still friendly connected.
Location/Travel:
Camping & Offroad Freizeitpark Mammut
http://www.fpmammut.de/index.php/de/
37627 Stadtoldendorf
Bird view: http://sg.geodatenzentrum.de/web_bkg_webmap/applications/dop/dop_viewer.html?
zoom=11&lat=5747296.6512&lon=545172.40257&layers=B0FFTTT
Parking / Arrival:
We will use the entrance of the Offroad Park at Linnenkämperstraße on the weekend of the event the arrival of the superScale participants and visitors is exclusively via the superScale entrance.
Visitors to the Offroad Park will take a different exit this weekend at Linnenkämperstraße.
There will be corresponding signposts from the Linnenkämperstraße.
The parking lot of the superScale participants and visitors will be located directly in front of the superScale entrance.
Those who stay overnight directly in the camping area of the Offroad Park should also drive it via
the superScale entrance.
Generally, parking outside the camping areas and the parking area is not permitted.
In the entrance and exit to the area is absolutely no parking.
In the parking area there will be two reserved special areas for: superScale team and participants /
visitors with disability.
Driver’s Field (paddock)
Pavilions (max. size 3m by3m) can once again be set up in the driver’s field, free of charge.
Please note, it is not possible to reserve locations for the pavilions.
When full, then full – but there should be enough room for all in 2019 with about 1.800 sqm…
The paddock will be open for participants on Friday at 3pm.
There will be a loading and unloading area in the entrance and exit to the superScale area to unload
pavilions, etc. and to reload on departure.
Of course, participants who also camp directly on the grounds can also drive through the superScale
area (upon presentation of the camping reservation at the superScale entrance) before 3 pm or even
on Thursday.

Planned Scale Areas

Opening Hours 2019
There is a general change - from 2019 Friday is only arrival day.
Among other things, this is due to the planning and coordination of the superScale helper team.
Friday, June 7, 2019
From 3pm paddock, dealer area and snack stand open.
All other areas are closed.
Saturday, June 8, 2019: 9 am to 8 pm
All areas open; lunch break from 12:30 pm to 1:30 pm (all areas closed, track maintenance).
Sunday, June 9, 2019: 9 am to 7 pm
All areas open; lunch break from 12:30 pm to 1:30 pm (all areas closed, track maintenance)
Competition Times (Driving Times):
Saturday, June 8, 2019: 10:00 am - 12:00 pm and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm, Awards Ceremony: 4:30 pm
Sunday, June 9, 2019: 10:00 am - 12:00 pm and 2:00 pm - 3:30 pm, Awards Ceremony: 4:30 pm
Driving in the competition areas is not allowed outside of the competition times.
There will be no ScaleVenture or Trophy competition.
2018 has also shown that the superScale is not a suitable framework for carrying out such a competition adequately.
It binds too many resources that are needed elsewhere.
Instead, there will be the ScaleVenture Park at superScale 2019.

Competitions in 2019
The “Challenge” with a gate width of 260 mm.
The use of aids or tools such as winches or sand plates, etc. is not permitted.
Another competition is planned - a "Truck Trial".
The truck trial vehicles are an interesting variant of our scale hobby.
In the meantime, in addition to own constructions, scaler chassis are increasingly being used.
The entry requirements of the vehicles for the Truck Trial will be released as soon as the planning
for the competition has been completed.
The entry requirements of the vehicles for the Challenge, see attachment.
Participants must register with their entrance ticket at the respective competition pavilions for a
driving time.
Registration closes 15 to 20 minutes before the end of the given driving time; after that, it is no
longer possible to register for the running driving time.
This is to ensure that the last vehicle is also able to pass the finish line within the given driving
time.
Each driver can start once in every competition.
When someone must withdraw due to a technical defect, it is possible to re-enter under the following conditions:
- The technical defect was determined by an official superScale helper and was entered on the
scorecard.
- The new start is possible on presentation of the old score card for the next driving time – as long
as the starting place is not “taken away” from any other participant.
Multiple participation in the same competition is possible for a vehicle, but not for the driver, i.e.,
the individual participant.
Only exception: Accepted and entered technical defect.
In other words: The participants register, not the vehicles.
Entry Fees and Registration
Children up to 12 years have free admission as usual.
(Children have to be registered online as participants)
Visitors pay € 3 at the ticket desk on location.
Saturday day ticket € 20
Sunday day ticket € 20
Weekend ticket € 35
Each competition additional € 5
Can only be booked once per participant for Saturday or Sunday.
Once again, there will be a ticket desk on location.
A 50% onsite surcharge is due. Why?
Simply because the event is financed in advance privately and thus the entire financial risk is borne.
We can only keep the entry fees so low if you all register in advance.
Exactly like in the last few years – that was excellent.

When can you register? Registration will open on March 6, 2019 at www.superScale.rocks.
The entry fees are non-refundable and cannot be refunded for non-participation or cancellation of
the event (storm, severe weather, force majeure, etc.)!
Camping on the Offroad Park area can also be booked and paid for with the tickets by registration
for the superScale. Or you book separately at the Offroadpark Mammut – it is up to you.
Prices:
Camping Adults € 6 per person / night
Camping children 5-15 years € 3 per child / night (0-4 years free)
Electricity per night € 2.50
General
There is still a limit based on the type of vehicles participating in superScale: Wraith and similar
racers are not permitted.
This means the type of vehicles such as Wraith, Yeti, RR – i.e., "Racer."
These do not fit into the superScale concept or the scale ideal as it is intended for the superScale.
In this context: We don’t want to discuss whether a Wraith can be moved slowly and, therefore, true
to scale. We could just as well discuss this in regards to buggies, SC, monster, rallies – these are not
permitted within the frame of superScale either.
In 2019, there will be access limits for the various Scale areas - just as there are for the competitions
anyway.
The Freescale areas are for vehicles with a total width up to 250mm and max. wheel diameter of
120mm. Of course, the popular Redrock bridge is also used - in Freescale area I.
Vehicles up to 230mm overall width and 105mm wheel diameter are allowed for the ScaleVenture
Park. In addition, only hardbody vehicles (i.e., no Lexan, etc.) are allowed there.
Here, those should be able to let off steam and be able to measure their skills with challenging terrain that build "Scale". To be able to use your on-board aids here as well.
A corresponding theme-appropriate and detailed decoration is set up here - but no model-building
dreamland!
The "Training Area" is the area, where everyone with a nervous throttle finger or not enough driving experience can practice. And those of you who may want a little time out can “rest” here.
In conclusion, more about a few general rules for onsite behavior, so that everyone knows in advance and acts accordingly:
Li batteries must be loaded in the respective "Safety Bags."
Flying drones (or other remote-controlled flying objects) for the purpose of making photos or
videos is strictly forbidden.
The operation of video cameras (built into the vehicles) via WiFi, e.g., using smartphones, should
be avoided or not exceed 2.4 GHz.
Please turn off remotes and vehicles when they are not in use.
Why all this? For safety reasons and to prevent damage due to radio interference, etc.

Oh yes, for the physical well-being is well taken care of - Enza and Salvatore are in the starting
blocks again.
All sponsors of the participant raffle from 2018 are also in Stadtoldendorf at the start and are also
looking forward to the new site and see you all again.
Best Regards
Your superScale Team
No discussions please - Info thread only!

